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What We Learned From Michael Sussmann’s
Response To The Spygate Special Counsel
Late theotherday, Michael Sussmann submitted a reaction to John Durham’s Friday court filing that set off
a media buzz over the criminal case versus the previous Hillary Clinton project lawyer.
In the six-page memo submitted in the D.C. federal court, Sussmann’s Latham and Watkins lawyers
notified the court they had formerly encouraged the unique counsel that Sussman comprehended his right
to speakwith with independent counsel and planned to waive any prospective disputes of interest.
Sussmann’s filing included that he does not oppose Durham’s demand that he waive those concerns on
the record.
Sussmann then invested the next 5 pages grumbling about the unique counsel’s filing. He declared it
“unnecessarily consistsof prejudicial—and incorrect—allegations that are unimportant to his Motion and to
the charged offense.” Those additional information, Sussmann argued, were “plainly designated to
politicize this case, irritate media cover, and taint the jury swimmingpool.”
In other words, the media has lastly started covering the unique counsel’s examination and the indictment
versus Sussmann, and he is none too delighted.
Sussmann continued next to claim that the unique counsel’s movement wassuccessful in “instigat[ing]
unjust and prejudicial media protection of Mr. Sussmann’s case.” Without detailing how the protection was
“unfair,” the movement pointedout online shortarticles at Fox News, The New York Post, the Washington
Examiner, Breitbart, and The Daily Mail. Omitted was The Federalist’s comprehensive protection, plainly a
grudging admission of this outlet’s comprehensive and precise analysis.
“Worse still,” in Sussmann’s estimate, was the reality that “Mr. Trump took upon the Special Counsel’s
submitting” to call the scandal “far higher in scope and magnitude than Watergate.” Rep. Jim Jordan
quickly “endorsed Mr. Trump’s position,” Sussmann likewise grumbled.
Yesterday’s movement then reviewed the unique counsel’s choice to file a 27-page indictment for a singlecount, incorrect declaration case, as well as Durham’s filing of a “Discovery Update.” In the “Discovery
Update,” Sussmann charged Durham “went out of his method to consistof uncharged and inflammatory
claims,” consistingof what Sussmann called “the unjustified claim that his Office had an ‘active, continuous
criminal examination of the accused’s conduct and other matters.”
Given that Durham had informed Sussmann in the Discovery Update that his conduct stays under
examination by the unique counsel’s workplace, it was rather reckless for the previous Clinton lawyer to
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grumble that the indictment “reads as though there was a huge conspiracy, including the Clinton
Campaign and Mr. Sussman” while not charging a conspiracy. Be mindful, or you may simply get what
you ask for, as they state.
After highlighting these grievances, Sussmann asked the court to “strike” the unique counsel’s “Factual
Background” part of its movement, which, if approved, simply suggests the court would dealwith it as if
those areas of the movement were not submitted with the court. Sussmann, nevertheless, is mostlikely
hoping his Motion to Strike triggers the judge to care the unique counsel’s workplace to limitation any
extraneous information in future filings. The court might well do that.
Sussmann might quickly remorse his method in filing this movement, for anumberof factors. First, it
supplies Durham an chance to respond both to Sussmann’s problems that the information are extraneous
and to respond to the counterpoints Sussmann consistedof in his movement.
Second, Sussmann’s filing will timely even more protection of Durham’s numerous filings, whereas if he
had stated absolutelynothing the complicit media would have mostlikely dropped protection of the case
after a day or 2. Third, Durham’s filings supplied Sussmann a heads up on the unique counsel’s
method—likely purposefully so, with the hope that Sussmann might choose to comply. But even if
Sussmann decides to continue combating the charges, he is muchbetter off understanding what Durham
has in shop for him.
That Sussmann chose to file the movement to strike, even with the above negatives warning versus such
an technique, recommends the protection—even when coming from primarily conservative-leaning
outlets—is beginning to break through the media blackout and is avoiding him from managing the story.
So, in his submitting, in addition to lookingfor to strike the unique counsel’s “Factual Background,”
Sussmann efforts to refute it. For circumstances, Sussmann declares that while the unique counsel’s
workplace suggested he had offered the CIA information associated to Domain Name System lookups in
the Executive Office of the President from after Donald Trump took workplace, Sussmann keeps that the
information just related to the duration when Barack Obama was president.
That’s a unusual argument, though, offered that the information was meant to program connections
inbetween Trump and his affiliates and the allegedly uncommon Russian cell phones. Likely, then, the
information worried the shift duration, which is constant with the issues the unique counsel’s workplace indepth in its movement.
The more substantial discoveries from the submitting, nevertheless, worried the charged offense,
specifically that Sussmann lied to the FBI’s James Baker when he informed Baker on September 19,
2016, that he was not representing any customer in bringing to the federalgovernment’s attention the
information and analysis apparently revealing Trump had a trick interaction channel with the Russian Alfa
Bank.
“The Special Counsel continues in declaring Mr. Sussmann billed the Clinton Campaign for his conference
with the FBI in September 2016, when that is incorrect,” Sussmann’s movement kept. Sussmann more
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declared in his movement that a full-time staffmember of the Clinton project informed the unique counsel
that when Sussmann satisfied with Baker on September 19, 2016, he was not acting on behalf of the
project.
That latter information shows remarkable for 2 factors. First, a cautious reading of the lawyerly
wordsmithing recommends a various Clinton project agent suggested that Sussmann had in truth satisfied
with Baker on behalf of the project.
“It was not till November 2021—two months after Mr. Sussmann was prosecuted—that the Special
Counsel troubled to interview any private who worked full-time for the Campaign to identify” if Sussmann
had fulfilled with the FBI on behalf of the Clinton project, the movement read.
But why define “full-time” in this assertion? The most mostlikely response is that somebody else link to the
Clinton project verified the unique counsel’s charge—that Sussmann fulfilled with Baker on behalf of the
Clinton project.
On the other hand, if the project entirely rejects Sussmann was acting on its behalf in conference with
Baker, that will make for a much more intriguing trial, with the Clinton project agents topic to interrogation
by Durham’s group worrying precisely what authority Sussmann had and when he required approval from
above; and precisely what Sussmann was licensed by the project to do.
Now that Sussmann hasactually made it an concern, we might get some clearness from Durham’s
workplace on what the Clinton project is declaring worrying the September 19, 2016, conference when it
reacts to Monday’s filing. So stay tuned.
Margot Cleveland is a senior factor to The Federalist. She is likewise a factor to National Review Online,
the Washington Examiner, Aleteia, and Townhall.com, and hasactually been released in the Wall Street
Journal and USA Today. Cleveland is a legalrepresentative and a graduate of the Notre Dame Law
School, where she made the Hoynes Prize—the law school’s greatest honor. She lateron served for
almost 25 years as a irreversible law clerk for a federal appellate judge on the Seventh Circuit Court of
Appeals. Cleveland is a previous full-time university professors member and now teaches as an
accessory from time to time. As a stay-at-home homeschooling mommy of a young kid with cystic fibrosis,
Cleveland often composes on cultural problems associated to parenting and special-needs kids.
Cleveland is on Twitter at @ProfMJCleveland. The views revealed here are those of Cleveland in her
personal capability.
Source: What We Learned From Michael Sussmann’s Response To The Spygate Special Counsel.
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